1. AALWYNBAK
2. VAN TERREBERT
3. MAKKEDAAT
4. DAWID SE BAK
5. DASSIE BAK
6. SWAELTJIENES
7. MARTIENSHUIS

ATTENTION:
1. ALL BEDS HAVE NEATLY COVERED MATTRESS WITH BLANKETS & PILLOWS, ONLY BRING, SLEEPING BAGS & TOWELS.
2. VAN TERREBERT & MARTIENSHUIS COTTAGE HAVE ELECTRICITY. ALL THE REST HAVE SOLAR LIGHTS & BRAAI VASILITIES.

GOOD INFO
1. 64KM FROM RESERVE TO MAKKEDAAT.
2. YOU NEED A 4X4 FROM PATENSIE SIDE.
3. YOU CAN REACH US WITH A SADDAN VEHICLE FROM WESTERN SIDE (50KM).
4. PLUS MINUS 2 AND A HALF HOURS - 210KM FROM GEORGE TO MAKKEDAAT.
5. PLUS MINUS 2 HOURS - 180KM FROM OUDTSHOORN TO MAKKEDAAT.
6. PLUS MINUS 6 HOURS - 146KM AWAY FROM PATENSIE TO MAKKEDAAT.
7. PLUS MINUS 1 HOUR - 50KM FROM WILLOWMORE TO MAKKEDAAT.
8. PLUS MINUS 1 AND A HALF HOURS - 82KM FROM UNIONDALE TO MAKKEDAAT.

www.makkedaat.co.za
044 923 1921
044 934 1012

PLEASE NOTE:
DASSIEBAK & SWAELTJIENES ARE THE 2 CAVES FOR 2 PEOPLE. IT IS FULLY EQUIPT WITH BEDDING AND TOWELS.